
User Interface Design Engineer -

Evitado (f/m/d)

Referenznummer KHH-512076
Stand: 23.12.2022

Ausschreibendes Unternehmen:
EVITADO Technologies GmbH 
Hatching successful businesses 

Standort:
EVITADO Technologies GmbH
Harburger Schloßstraße 6-12
21079  Hamburg 

User Interface Design Engineer - Evitado (f/m/d)

Art der Stelle:
1 Praktikumsplatz  

Beschäftigungsbeginn:
ab sofort

Anstellung:
Teilzeit

Berufsfelder:
Computer / IT /
Technik
Marketing /
Kommunikation /
Design

Ansprechpartner: 
Herr Alex Kasinec 
CEO & Co-founder 
info@evitado.io

Evitado is on a mission to bring automation to airport operations. Currently we are doing
this by revolutionizing the way aircraft are moved on the ground. Evitado is developing the
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rst plug-and-play collision avoidance system for aircraft ground movements. This brings
autonomous solutions traditionally found in the  automotive industry into new exciting use
cases. Founded in Hamburg in 2019 by three American engineers and entrepreneurs,
Evitado’s international team is shaking up innovation within the aviation industry, and we are
looking for enthusiastic new team members.

We are currently looking for a part time or student working team member with experience in
the areas of user Interface design and implementation. This role has a focus on app
development by obtaining the inputs from a robotic system and giving outputs to the human
end-user. Quick prototyping and support as well as longer term development projects create
a dynamic working style.

YOUR TASKS
Development of a cross platform Android & iOS app with React Native as a UI to
interact with our sensor
system
Work with the software team to understand what outputs from the system can be
utilized in the UI
Support, test, and debug a live product in the field with real users
Exposure to end users in the field to gain feedback and create new product
requirements/features

YOUR PROFILE
A creative mind who is also a quick learner and highly resourceful/independent
Student in the field of UI/UX, software engineering, ausbildung, or a maker with
relevant skills
(app/design)
Native experience with Android Studio & Kotlin
Cross platform experience with React Native and JavaScript
Bonus points for experience in:
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graphic design// ROS // C++ // Native iOS experience
Fluent in English (as this is our primary operating language)
Based In Hamburg, so you are able to come to our office

OUR OFFER
Evitado is a start-up with a growing international team. Our company is looking for
talented and motivated
team members who are willing to take full ownership responsibility for their dedicated
area. As such we
offer you to take ownership on the product team, working directly with one of the co-
founders/CTO
Competitive salary. We believe that you should be compensated fairly for your
knowledge, experience, and
additions to the team and project
Flexible working hours. Our current office is located in the co-working space at Startup
Dock, just a short
walk from Harburg Rathaus
Bring your own ideas and implement them. Being part of the team from the beginning
means you have the
opportunity to help shape what we are doing and developing. Bring your ideas and
creativity to this exciting
role. You will work hands-on and be able to expand your skills

YOUR APPLICATION
Please apply via info@evitado.io indicating if you are looking for a full-time internship or a
part-time student job (15-20 hrs. per week).

We look forward to your clear and professional proposition to join our team
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EVITADO Technologies GmbH
Harburger Schloßstraße 6-12
21079 Hamburg
E: info@evitado.io

Dieses Angebot auf Karriere Hamburg aufrufen:
https://www.karriere-hamburg.de/stellenangebot/512076
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